century population changes. The textbook Arkansas: A Narrative History, by Jeannie Whayne, Thomas DeBlack, George Sabo, and Morris Arnold, does not even include the terms "migration" or "population" in the index, surely an indication of perceived lack of importance. 3 Other historians have treated migration at somewhat greater length. S. Charles Bolton has, in an essay, briefly commented on population losses during World War II and their effect on the state's economic development. In Arkansas in Modern America, Ben Johnson declares, "The state's most dramatic net loss was its people," thereby placing migration more firmly within the framework of Arkansas history. Brooks Blevins's Hill Folks presents a valuable discussion of migration both into and out of the Arkansas Ozarks, showing how population changes shaped the region. 4 Yet we still lack a comprehensive treatment of migration's impact on the state as a whole.
Migration represents one of the most enduring forces shaping Arkansas history. Pioneers emigrating mostly from Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia settled the state in the first half of the nineteenth century.
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After the Civil War, Arkansas continued to gain population from in-migration. The state government, planters, and railroads encouraged settlement during this period, soliciting people from as far away as China, Germany, and Italy. 6 Unfortunately, good land soon ran out, leaving many of the state's rural areas overpopulated in relation to arable soil. The earliest out-migration, beginning in the 1890s, was in part a response to this fundamental problem. Population losses continued in the first two decades of the twentieth century. In the 1920s, Arkansas lost almost 200,000 people, a record high to that point. Migration slowed slightly during the depressed 1930s, but by the 1940s, when the national economy shifted to war production, the 3 C. Calvin Smith, War and Wartime Changes: The Transformation of Arkansas, 1940 -1945 (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 1986 America, 1930 -1999 (Fayetteville: University of Arkansas Press, 2000 , 48-49, 52-53, 79, 116 (quotation) migration stream that had previously been a steady leak turned into a torrential flood. Arkansas, in fact, lost population in every decade between 1890 and 1970. 7 Still, migration remains one of the most under-researched topics in the state's past. We do not know much at all about these twentieth-century migrants: where they went, why they left, who they were, what kind of work they did, or what impact their departure had on their native state. Indeed, we have overlooked migration's impact on postwar agriculture, politics, and even civil rights.
At the height of the migration, observers of the Arkansas scene were alarmed at the state's population losses. In 1940, University of Arkansas rural economist William H. Metzler accurately identified the problem that the state faced even as the Depression was ending. "Our major problem is in agriculture," he declared in a prophetic statement. He continued:
A study of the ratio of farm population to agricultural resources in the state indicates that we have from 350,000 to 500,000 more people in the farm areas of the state than can be supported at a desirable standard of living. Farm resources can be expanded but not enough to take care of them. These people will gradually be forced to migrate either to cities and towns or to other states.
Metzler stated flatly, "In relation to developed resources Arkansas is one of the most over-populated states in the Union. In 1935 there was an average of only 24 acres in crops to support each farm family in the state. Contrast this with the average of 48 acres in crops for each family in the United States, 76 acres per family in Illinois, 86 in Iowa, 147 in Nebraska, and 238 in North Dakota." As a result, Arkansas farmers were not making an adequate living, earning a per capita annual income of $185, compared to $503 for town people. The problem, Metzler added, was "not lack of productivity of the soil but the fact that too many people are trying to make a living from the existing land in cultivation." A study of migration over the following decade seemed to confirm Metzler's argument, showing the largest losses continuing to occur in the rural population. In the 1950s, the national magazine Business Week pointedly asked, "Why do Arkansans vanish?" It was a valid question, and the answer was easy-the lack of well-paying jobs. Arkansas's most significant export was not lumber, cotton, or bauxite, but people. According to Business Week, many shrugged off population losses by saying, "We're just getting rid of our sub-marginal people who have been displaced by machines on the farm." But, as the magazine asserted, while the greatest loss was in farm population, the decline was heavier among the state's more prosperous, better-educated farmers than among sharecroppers and farm laborers. Young people from higher-income farm families were more ambitious and had greater expectations than others, the magazine argued. They tended to migrate more than any other group. "There's nothing for me back home," one young migrant was quoted as saying. "They are talking about a new factory, but I don't think they'll get it. I don't think any college graduates have ever come back to town since I can remember."
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In reaching these conclusions, Business Week cited information from the Arkansas Industrial Development Commission, created in 1955 as a specific response to the job shortage that continued to embarrass the state. ARKANSAS AND THE GREAT MIGRATION Despite this lack of scholarly work, good estimates for Arkansas outmigration have been available for more than twenty-five years in a basic census publication, Historical Statistics of the United States.
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These estimates suggest that Arkansas lost over 1.2 million people between 1920 and 1970. 14 The migrants were predominatly white, totaling one in five white residents between 1940 and 1960; but black migration was proportionately heavier, consisting of as much as a third of the statewide black population in the 1940s and 1950s, and almost as much again in the 1960s. These numbers are staggering. If those people had remained in the state, Arkansas's population might be as high as 3.9 million today, instead of the 2.7 million counted in 2000.
This migration was not, of course, a movement that flowed in one direction. Hotel Arkansas was definitely not a reverse "Hotel California," where migrants could check out anytime they liked but could never check in. In other words, while people were leaving, migrants from other states were moving into Arkansas. By 1960, 417,157 natives of states like Mississippi, Texas, and Missouri had adopted Arkansas as their home.
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These people made up more than a fifth (23.3 percent) of the state's population. So Arkansas gained as well as lost migrants, but it experienced a net loss of people because more of its inhabitants left the state than it gained from other states and from natural increase.
The use of migration estimates can be frustrating because they seem to vary widely. Demographers use two distinct methods for making estimates, and these methods produce highly dissimilar results.
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According to the more conservative survivor ratio method, for example, the census bureau reported that over 320,000 people left Arkansas during the 1940s, or about 16.4 percent of the population (table 1) . Using the components 13 Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, 93-95. 14 The total migration between 1920 and 1970 is found by adding the estimated losses of 191,300 between 1920 and 1930 and 128,800 between 1930 and 1940 and 919,000 between 1940 and 1970 (table 1) . 15 Based on analysis of Integrated Public Use Microdata Series (IPUMS), 1960 microdata sample. See note 18. 16 As a technique for calculating the percentage of people who survive over ten-year periods, the survivor ratio method is based on the assumption that national survivor ratios apply to individual states. For example, if the survivor ratio in the U.S. between the 1950 and 1960 censuses was 0.95, then multiplying the 1950 Arkansas population by 0.95 would yield how many people were expected to survive to the 1960 census. Thus, if the 1960 Arkansas population was less than the projected number, people who were missing were defined as migrants. The components of change method requires data on births and deaths, which are not available for Arkansas until 1930. This method calculates net migration by subtracting the natural increase (births minus deaths) from net change between, for example, the 1950 and 1960 censuses. For further explanation, see Everett S. Lee et al., Population Redistribution and Economic Growth: United States, 1870 -1950 (Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1957 1920-1930 1930-1940 1940-1950 1950-1960 1960-1970 Published migration estimates usually cover full decades rather than more limited periods. But we need to know more about migration during the four years of World War II. The existence of defense jobs elsewhere was clearly important in stimulating migration, but how important? Did the migration halt after the war? In order to address these questions, I used an annual estimate of the state's population, as well as reported birth and death data, to calculate annual variations in Arkansas migration.
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As expected, the annual estimates showed that migration has been correctly associated with World War II, during which 150,000 people left the state. But the largest out-migration did not occur until the late 1940s, after the war was over (table 2). After people had experienced better circumstances during the war, they did not intend to return to life as it had been. As it turned out, then, migration did not depend on the war as its driving force. Indeed, Arkansas lost people during the early 1950s at a slightly 17 I first determined the state's annual natural increase (births minus deaths), added it to the current population, and then subtracted the total from the next reported (or estimated) population to calculate net migration. Arkansas's population losses can be compared with those of other states (table 3) . In the 1940s, Arkansas experienced the third largest population loss among all forty-eight states (Oklahoma was first, and Mississippi ran a close second). Over 21.3 percent of its population left, a startling one in every five people. In the 1950s, Arkansas's out-migration percentage increased to 22.7 and ranked second, trailing slightly behind West Virginia, which lost 23.2 percent. Over the two decades from 1940 and 1960, Mississippi's population losses exceeded Arkansas's by 18,000. No state, however, lost a greater proportion of its people than did Arkansas over this period. Arkansas's loss averaged 22.0 percent per decade during these twenty years. The total out-migration from the eleven states that lost the most people was 6,594,000; so about 15 percent of those participating in this huge population movement came from Arkansas. However we measure it, Arkansas played a leading role in the Great Migration. These figures indicate the magnitude of this migration, but they do not tell us anything about the migrants themselves. According to the research of Metzler and others, most migrants were young people from high-income farm families, but we need to learn more.
The opportunity to do so became available with the 1997 release of the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series by the University of Minnesota (often called the IPUMS microdata samples).
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The data consist of samples drawn from the manuscript census schedules. These samples Using the IPUMS data extraction system, researchers can create sets of data tailored to their particular interests. Then they can analyze their data with programs like Statistical Analysis System or Statistical Package for the Social Sciences. I chose to study the 1950, 1960, and 1970 samples because they cover the period when migration was heaviest. I extracted a dataset that included individuals who were born in Arkansas but who resided in any state except Arkansas. These persons were defined as migrants. Since the IPUMS microdata include all the detail originally recorded in the census schedules, each person in the sample is identified by state of residence, birthplace, age, sex, race, family size, rural or urban residence, education, and income.
Thus the depth of information is remarkable. We can know where migrants moved, i.e., to what states. We can find out if their new residence was rural or urban, what jobs they held, as well as their income and socioeconomic status. We can also know the educational level they achieved. Since the samples are weighted, we can estimate how many people each sampled person represents. Though the possibilities are not endless, the microdata contain a wealth of information never before available.
IPUMS microdata samples revealed, first of all, that the most popular destination for Arkansas migrants in the 1940s and 1950s was California, followed by three adjacent states, Texas, Oklahoma, and Missouri (table 4) This is just the beginning. An analysis of 1950, 1960, and 1970 microdata samples reveals not only characteristics of the migrants but also enables us to compare them with non-migrant Arkansans.
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Migrants and non-migrants were about the same average age, with migrants having slightly smaller family size than non-migrants (table 5) . Whites made up four of every five migrants, blacks one in five. Females slightly outnumbered males in all categories.
The most marked contrast between migrants and non-migrants was their income. We must interpret reported income with caution since many migrants (mostly children) had no income to report, but the contrast is still striking. In 1950, migrants reported an average annual income that was 58 percent higher than the average income non-migrants earned. Migrants' total income was 23 percent higher (table 5, part A).
By 1960, after a decade of heavy migration, the gap between migrants and non-migrants showed increasing advantages in income for those who hit the road. Their average income was more than 50 percent higher than those who stayed at home (table 5, part B). Migrants were more than twice as likely to earn an annual income of more than $5,000-an amount that equals almost $30,000 today, or about $10,000 higher than the state's current per capita income.
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By 1970, when the migrants were in their peak earning years, they reported an average annual income of $4,038, compared to $2,900 for nonmigrants. The mean income for migrants had increased 62 percent since 1960. Their total reported income was two and a half times higher than non-migrants. Between the 1960 and 1970, the number of migrants who reported earning $5,000 or more doubled (table 5) .
These figures confirm that the major motive for leaving was to seek better jobs. Between push and pull motives, pull predominated-the pull of more money and a better life. Did migration pay off for the migrants? Clearly it did. The migrants were looking for the money, and they found it.
Another indicator of social and economic success is the Duncan Socioeconomic Index (SEI), a constructed variable that measures occupational status based upon the income level and educational attainment associated with each occupation.
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In 1950, migrants' socioeconomic status exceeded that of natives by 22.6 percent. Ten years later, the SEI index for both 20 For non-migrants, I selected a sample of persons residing in Arkansas, regardless of where they were born. The loss of 848,000 people in the 1940s and 1950s had a profound influence on wartime and postwar Arkansas. The absence of this vast pool of workers created severe labor shortages, especially in agriculture. These shortages remained critical even after the war and destroyed the old, inefficient plantation system, which had always been based on cheap labor.
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In postwar Arkansas, the number of sharecroppers and tenant farmers plunged so significantly that by 1959 the agricultural census stopped collecting data on them. In the same period, the number of farms declined, but the average size of farms increased. There were fewer farmers, but machines made them more productive. The out-migration solved the state's longstanding problem of rural overpopulation, and did so without creating social upheaval.
Migration and attendant labor shortages not only destroyed the oldtime plantations but also stimulated agricultural mechanization. Despite the myth of machines displacing labor, tractors and mechanical cotton pickers replaced labor that had already fled the farm. For example, 500,000 Arkansas natives already lived out of state by the time the first mechanical harvesters appeared in Arkansas cotton fields in 1949. Machines did not pick the bulk of Arkansas's cotton crop until the early 1960s-that is, after out-migration began to taper off. Facing labor shortages, large and small farmers turned to machines in an attempt to stay in agriculture. Migration made labor more expensive, motivating farmers to switch to machines.
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These extraordinary forces of change that converged in postwar Arkansas also stimulated the civil rights movement. While labor shortages gave black workers more clout, mechanization made their labor superfluous. Jim Crow segregation, when employed as a form of labor control, had played a supportive role in plantation agriculture. But the disappearance of labor and agricultural mechanization signaled the vulnerability of Jim Crow, which suddenly became an anachronism. For the first time since the Civil War, the cotton areas of the South had less at stake in segregation, which in turn opened the way for the civil rights movement. The civil rights movement was the product of many forces, but migration and mechanization played key roles.
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They also contributed to political shifts. As rural communities declined, Arkansas, like other southern states, saw its population become more urban. Congressional and legislative redistricting brought political power to urban areas at the expense of rural Arkansas. At the same time, the loss of population cost the state three congressional districts by 1962.
As a consequence of the Great Migration, Arkansas and the rural South experienced a revolution that made life better for everyone, though it is too often overlooked today and sometimes disparaged. The nostalgia for the old homestead is clearly misplaced; small, hardscrabble farms corresponded to a lack of educational opportunity, poor housing, and low income.
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Not only did Arkansas's migrants benefit from higher incomes and better schools, the state began to industrialize its economy. The Great Migration embodies a remarkable success story for migrants as well as for Arkansas itself.
